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Does NASA need to be the first mover in coordinating the development of a replacement to ISS? 

If not, who? 9 votes 

Is Boeing exploring the business case for its own commercial LEO platforms beyond the ISS, not 

just Bigelow habitats? 8 votes 

Can CST100 or variants be used beyond LEO? 6 votes 

What is the biggest challenge with regard to radiation? 5 votes 

Wait a minute! The Shuttle was sold as a way to get to a station but the station disappeared after 

the Shuttle was under way to be ultimately developed years later on. 5 votes 

How does Boeing approach traditional contracted partnerships with NASA differently than 

Commercial Crew and Cargo programs? 5 votes 

What does space smell like? 4 votes 

Is Bigelow considered to be developing follow-on commercial space station? 3 votes 

Is Boeing funding / supporting the difficulties associated with building structures without 

gravity? Who is funding this? 3 votes 

How is Boeing working with other launch and spacecraft developers? How do they manage the 

competition and the advocacy roles? 2 votes 

Does Boeing have a tool for trading better technology performance (e.g. closure), vs the 

operational spares and consumable components? 2 votes 

How do you balance spares, perishable parts and technology closure to optimize your trade off? I 

have seen proposals that "close the loop" 5% better, but it is also intuitively obvious that the 

spares required to achieve the "better" technology operation will swamp the materially better 

closure. Does Boeing have a good analysis/trade tool to make these decisions? 2 votes 

What is the Blue Origin role on CST100? 1 vote 

Has Boeing considered an unsolicited proposal to NASA to take over ISS? 1 vote 

What did you think of The Martian? 1 vote 

Is any company considering an unsolicited proposal to NASA to take over ISS? 1 vote 

Can CST100 variants be used beyond LEO? 1 vote 

Who is supporting the soldering test on space? 1 vote 
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What problems have we experienced with the ISS solution that should be solved for future LEO 

based living/working environments? 1 vote 

How many solders would be needed when hiring? 1 vote? 


